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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator is setting up a new Fixed Content Device to an
Image Services (IS) server for FCS-IS. During the setup and
testing of the configuration, an extract of the error seen is:
SSI FNRCE0000E - ERROR IS_SSI_8502: SSI_Base: g_logon error:

called sec.logon() err=&lt;92,0,99&gt;
Based on these messages, what would be the best next step for
the administrator to troubleshoot this message?
A. Check the user name defined in the IS datasource in the
WebSphere Application Server.
B. Ping the IS server from the FCM server to verify network
connectivity.
C. On the IS server run fn_msg with the error tuple.
D. On the IS server run INX_tool&gt;ce_info and verify that the
FCM Domain and Object Store are listed.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which command can you enter to configure a built-in policer
with minimum guaranteed bandwidth without starving
A. bandwidth remaining percent
B. fair queue
C. bandwidth
D. priority percent
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which TCP flag will the NetScaler Application Firewall module
send in response to a malformed/non-RFC complaint request from
a client?
A. RST +ACK packet with a window size set to 0
B. FIN packet with a window size set to 0
C. RST packet with a window size set to 9845
D. FIN+ACK packet with a window size set to 9845
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A Cisco ACI leaf connected to an external bridged network fails
to receive traffic for the correct VLANs. Which two actions do
you take to resolve the issue? (Choose two.)
A. Confirm that all the Cisco APICs are online and in quorum.
B. Ensure that the EPG is bound to a port correctly.
C. Check the port channel to the leaf switch.
D. Ensure that the correct contract is assigned.
E. Ensure that the correct context is assigned to the BD.
Answer: D,E
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